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Desr Chairman Clark: -w

In response to your request for an explanation as to the one day's delay
in the posting of Prairie Alliance's motion to compel, we would like to
express a regret for the inconvenience. It was due to a clerical delay
as well as a mechanical malfunction in the printing equipment employec.

We will make every effort to adhere to schedules in the futare.
.

In addition to the foregoing we would herein like to clarify some
ambiguities and errors which we see in our motion to compel.

1) On page 5 in the second line of the second paragraph of our argpr de Jj
and'information',tof,rkad:g, [g% ,quotes should be insarted between 'that'

that "information . .;

0 [.
| 1 3,

J: T-
2) that sentence ends with quotes and a period after the elipse.

OCT 2 1981 - I
3) The quotes that begin line 4, second paragraph, on page 5 sh ul#"~"5ASE$f "

s9be deleted. (* /\p,
,

,

4) On page 6, the first sentence of the first paragraph (third line 'shouldT
read, " . certainly, information regarding these matters is within. .

the applicant's authority and control."

5) On page 6, the second sentence of the same paragraph should end,
". . to a request for it.".

6) On page 6, the third sentence should read, "Such actions are certainly . "
...

7) On numbered page 21 (new order p. 25*) PA Interrogatory 11.1 should read
ll.2(a).

* The biggest error is in the order of the pages. They should be;
l-7, 17, 8-16,23-26, 18-22, 21-28.
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We regret tnese errors and hope that su f fic ient clarification is here
provided.

Respectfully submitted,

i c hv
#Charles Bacon

Spokesperson for Prairie Alliance

.

cc: all parties concerned
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